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How To Play 

This game is a 5-reel video slot with ways payouts (1024 ways) with a “KEY TO SUCCESS FREE SPINS” 

bonus. The bonus is triggered when 3 or more BONUS symbols appear on any of the reels during the 

base game. 

 

 

WILD SYMBOL 

The WILD symbol substitutes for all symbols except for the BONUS symbol. The WILD symbol can 

land on reels 2, 3, 4 and 5. 

 

During the KEY TO SUCCESS FREE SPINS bonus, WILD symbols are persistent and will remain for the 

duration of the bonus. 

 

Any WILD symbols visible when the KEY TO SUCCESS FREE SPINS bonus is triggered are not 

persistent. 

 

KEY TO SUCCESS FREE SPINS 

The KEY TO SUCCESS FREE SPINS bonus is triggered when 3 or more BONUS symbols are visible 

anywhere on the reels. 

 

Triggering the bonus with 3 BONUS symbols awards a MINIMUM MULTIPLIER of 20, triggering with 4 

awards a MINIMUM MULTIPLIER of 30, and triggering with 5 awards a MINIMUM MULTIPLIER of 50. 

In the bonus, you will spin again and again until you play a spin which wins greater then (or equal to) 

the current MINIMUM MULTIPLIER. 

 

It is not possible to retrigger the bonus whilst inside the bonus. 

 

PERSISTENT WILDS 

 

Within the KEY TO SUCCESS FREE SPINS bonus, any wilds that land on the reels are locked in place 

for the remaining KEY TO SUCCESS FREE SPINS.  

WILD symbols cannot land on reel 1. 

 

KEY COLLECTION TRAIL 

Within the KEY TO SUCCESS FREE SPINS bonus, on the reels there is a KEY symbol and above the 

reels there is a TRAIL. Each 2 KEYS collected will increase the MINIMUM MULTIPLIER as follows: 

 

Keys 3 Sym Trigger 4 Sym Trigger 5 Sym Trigger 

0 X20 X30 X50 

2 X30 X30 X50 

4 X40 X40 X75 

6 X50 X50 X100 
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8 X75 X75 X150 

10 X100 X100 X200 

 

The KEY symbol is blocked by PERSISENT WILDS. 


